Humans have always seen the world in color. In the last three decades, there has been rapid and enormous transition from grayscale images to color ones. Well-known objective evaluation algorithms for measuring image quality include mean squared error (MSE), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), and human Visual System based one are structural similarity measures and edge based similarity measures. One of the common and major limitations of these objective measures is that they evaluate the quality of grayscale images only and don't make use of image color information. Since, Color is a powerful descriptor that often simplifies the object identification and extraction from a scene so color information also could influence human beings' judgments. So, in this paper new objective color image quality measure in spatial domain is proposed that overcomes the limitation of these existing methods significantly, is easy to calculate and applicable to various image processing applications. The proposed quality measure has been designed as a combination of four main factors: luminance similarity, structure correlation, edge similarity, and color similarity. This proposed index is mathematically defined and in it HVS model is explicitly employed. Experiments on various image distortion types indicate that this index performs significantly better than other traditional error summation methods and existing similarity measures.
INTRODUCTION
There has been explosive growth in the use of multimedia technologies and applications. In the last three decades, there has been rapid and enormous transition from grayscale images to color ones. We are exposed to color images on a daily basis in print, photographs, television, computer displays, and cinema movies, where color plays a vital role. Color monitors, printers, and copiers now dominate the office and home environments. With this rapid progression, color and multispectral properties of images are becoming increasingly crucial to the field of image processing, often extending and/or replacing previously known grayscale techniques. Color has been widely utilized and exploited for its properties in many applications, including multimedia and video, database indexing and retrieval, and exchange of information. Thus, color images are more widely used for information representation and communication. But unfortunately, these images are subjected to wide variety of distortions during its acquisition, subsequent compression, transmission, processing and then reproduction, which degrade visual quality. So, measurement of image quality is crucial for many image processing systems.
There are two ways of measuring image quality which are subjective and objective [1] . In subjective measure, quality is judged by group of human observers, which is usually inconvenient, time-consuming and expensive. Objective measures, on other hand are quantitative measures that can automatically predict the perceived image quality. Objective image quality metrics can be classified to full reference (FR), no reference (NR) and reduced reference (RR). Full reference image quality assessment (FR-IQA) demands that a complete reference image is to be known, while no reference image quality assessment (NR-IQA) means that the reference image is not available. In the third type, the reference image is only partially available, and is in the form of a set of extracted features. This is referred to as reduced reference image quality assessment (RR-IQA). This paper presents a full reference image quality assessment method for color images where original test image is available.
Objective image quality assessments can be divided into different categories [2] . The first category includes difference based measures like mean squared error (MSE) and the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR); the second category is human visual system (HVS) based that includes structure similarity measures like mean structural similarity index ( MSSIM) [6] , visual information fidelity in pixel domain (VIFP), structure & hue similarity (SHSIM) [12] , and edge similarity based measures. The HVS based methods take advantage of the known characteristics of HVS [11] , and measure image quality by estimating perceived errors. MSSIM fail on particular image impairments like in case of highly blurred and Gaussian contaminated images. Existing edge based structural similarity measures overcome the limitations of structural similarity index but not up to full extent showing the inconsistency with HVS. Also, most of these objective measures evaluate the quality of grayscale images only and don't make use of image color information.
In this paper, HVS based objective image quality index (Q new ) is developed which overcomes the limitation of existing methods and takes in to account parameters like structure, luminance, edge and color. Parameters are selected based on the fact that they must be sensitive to distortions. Section 2 describes the existing methods and their limitations followed by section 3 which is highlights color image fundamentals, Section 4 discusses the formulation of the proposed index which is based on structure, edge, color and luminance similarity followed by section 5 showing implementation and analysis of results. Finally, section 6 gives the conclusion of the paper.
BACKGROUND
Most widely used image quality metrics viz., MSE, PSNR, and SSIM are discussed. MSE and PSNR are difference based measures whereas structural similarity measures are human visual system based one.
MSE/PSNR
The simplest and most widely used fidelity measure is the mean squared error (MSE) and the corresponding distortion metric, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [3] , [4] is given by:
Due to its evident physical meanings and mathematical convenience this is widely used. But it is not very well matched to human judgment of image quality.
Universal Image Quality Index (UQI)
Instead of using traditional error summation methods, Wang and Bovik proposed a method to model any image distortion via a combination of three factors: loss of correlation, luminance distortion, and contrast distortion and named it as Universal Quality Index (UQI) [5] . Let, be the original and test image signal respectively. If is the mean of x , , the variance of x , is covariance of x, y, then, UQI is given by: This quality index models any distortion as a combination of three different factors as shown clearly in eq. 4: loss of correlation as represented by the first term where second component represents luminance distortion and the last component is contrast distortion. Thus, UQI can be written as a product of three components.
Mean Structural Similarity Index
The principal idea underlying the structural similarity approach as proposed by Zhou Wang [6] is that the HVS is highly adapted to extract structural information from visual scenes. Structural similarity index (SSIM) includes three parts luminance comparison, contrast comparison, and structure comparison s(x, y). They applied their quality measurement method to local region using a sliding window approach. Starting from top-left corner of the image, a sliding window of size 8 8 moves pixel by pixel horizontally and vertically through all the row and column of the image until the bottom right corner is reached.
Let
The overall image quality is obtained by computing the average of SSIM values over all the windows. If M is total number of windows then mean structural similarity index is given as:
Visual Information Fidelity Criterion in Pixel Domain (VIFP)
The visual information fidelity in pixel domain (VIFP) is derived from a quantification of two mutual information quantities: the mutual information between the input and the output of the HVS channel when no distortion channel is present and the mutual information between the input of the distortion channel and the output of the HVS channel for the test image. Assumption was made that, in the absence of any distortions, this signal passes through the HVS channel of a human observer before entering the brain, which extracts cognitive information from it. For distorted images, it was assumed that the reference signal has passed through another distortion channel before entering the HVS. Combining these two quantities, a visual information fidelity measure for IQA is derived. But, for distortion types that are significantly different from blur and white noise, such as JPEG compression, the model fails to reproduce the perceptual annoyance adequately and also to implement VIFP criterion in, a number of assumptions are needed about the source, distortion, and HVS models.
COLOR IMAGE QUALITY
The human visual system can distinguish thousands of different colour shades and intensities, but only around 100 shades of gray. Therefore, in an image, a great deal of extra information may be contained in the color, and this extra information can then be used to simplify image analysis, e.g. object identification and extraction based on colour. Although, mechanisms of color processing by human brain is not completely understood.
Attributes of Color
Three attributes are used to distinguish one color from another. First attribute is hue which measures dominant wavelength in a mixture of light waves or wavelength of the pure colour observed in the signal. Second attribute is saturation which gives the relative purity of color or the amount of white light mixed with the hue. Third attribute is brightness which is the attribute of a visual sensation according to which an area appears to emit more or less light. It distinguishes the gray levels. Hue and saturation taken together is called chrominance. Thus, any color can be characterized by its brightness and chrominance. In this paper chrominance information is extracted from HSI model of image and this information is used to assess the quality.
HSI Color Model
Color models/spaces facilitate the specification of colors following some standard way. RGB and CMY color models are well suited for hardware implementations; these models do not fit well human perception of colors. Also, color images cannot be thought of as being composed of three primary images that combine to form a single image. HSI model has unique advantage that it decouples the intensity component from the color information (hue and saturation) in a color image.
So HSI is an ideal tool for developing image processing algorithms based on color descriptions [15] that are natural and intuitive to humans, who are the ultimate users of these algorithms. So, it can be concluded that RGB is ideal for image color generation but its use for color description is limited. Where, HSI model is used for Color image manipulation. So, RGB image is converted in to corresponding HSI image for quality evaluation.
Important components of the HSI model are the vertical intensity axis (I), the length of the vector to the color point which represents saturation (S), and the angle of that vector (θ) which represents hue (H) as shown in color triangle shown in figure 1. 
PROPOSED COLOR IMAGE QUALITY INDEX (Q new )
Measurement of visual quality is of fundamental importance to numerous image processing applications. Any imaging system can use the quality metric to adjust itself automatically for obtaining improved quality images. It can be used to compare and evaluate various image processing systems and algorithms.
A new quality Index in spatial domain is proposed to assess the quality of various noise contaminated, compressed and blurred images. Image noise is undesirable by product of the image capture. The principal sources of noise in images arise during image acquisition and transmission. Gaussian noise arises in an image due to factors such as electronic circuit noise and sensor noise due to poor illumination and/or high temperature. Speckle noise is caused by errors in data transmission. This kind of noise generally affects the ultrasound images and radar images. Salt and Pepper noise is found in situations, where quick transients such as faulty switching take place during imaging. It is found generally in mammogram images. Blur is introduced due to motion that is either due to the motion of the object being imaged or by the motion of imaging system.
A new index is proposed by modelling any image distortion as a combination of factors like luminance, structure, edge and chrominance. The proposed quality metric is defined as:
where,
Lum is the luminance comparison function SC is the structure correlation of the two images ES represents the edge similarity of the two images C r represents color similarity of two images Let, be orignal and test (distorted one) image signals respectively. The statistical features are measured locally starting from top left corner of the image, a sliding window of size NxN where N=8 is moved pixel by pixel horizontally and vertically through all the rows and columns of image until the bottom right corner is reached.
Local luminance of each signal is estimated by the mean intensity Structural correlation (SC) of two images is determined by using Pearson's correlation coefficient given as: At each step, local statistics like standard deviation , and covariance are computed with in local window.
Edges in images are the areas with strong intensity contrast [13] [14] [15] . Edge degradations are due to discontinuities in edge, decrease of edge sharpness, missing edge points etc. Sobel operator is used for edge detection; both horizontal and vertical edge mask is used for 2-D spatial gradient measurement in R, G, and B vector space individually. Edges are to be computed in RGB vector space directly which can be calculated by finding the gradient of the vector c which is an arbitrary vector in RGB color space given as:
Edges are to be computed in RGB vector space directly which can be calculated by finding the gradient of the vector c. Computation will be done as follows:

Compute the x and y derivative of three component images R, G, B using sobel operators i.e. 
 Edge similarity (ES) of two images is given as:
Chroma (C r ) is indicating the chrominance information. Hue and saturation both are two important attributes of color that represents the chrominance (color) information. So, to calculate chrominance information there is need to convert RGB image in to HSI. Hue and Saturation information together represent color information within the image. Color information is calculated for both original and distorted image. Finally, color similarity (Chroma) of two images is calculated.
The block diagram of the Proposed Quality Assessment
Model is shown in figure 2.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
In order to evaluate the performance of proposed quality index Q new , experiments have been done on standard colored test image available in TID 2008 database [16] . This quality index is applied to images using a sliding window approach, with a window size of 8x8, starting from the top left corner until bottom right corner is reached.
The original 24-bit color 512x384 "house" test image distorted by a wide variety of corruptions is shown in figure 3 .
Distortions that are considered are shown in table 1 which are additive gaussian noise, additive noise in color components, impulsive salt-pepper noise, blurring, JPEG compression, JPEG 2000 compression, JPEG transmission error, JPEG 2000 transmission error.
Table 1. Different distortions used
The proposed quality index (Q new ) has been implemented on the standard colored house image taken from TID 2008 database. All of the corrupted images as shown in fig. 3(b) -(i) have been subjected to different quality measures like MSE, PSNR [4] , MSSIM [6] , VIFP [10] , SHSIM [12] and proposed Q new to prepare the performance comparison of quality assessment metrics. Quality will also be evaluated for different levels of distortions for each quality metric. 
Type of distortion (four levels for each distortion)
Correspondence to practical situation Quality metrics MSE, PSNR, MSSIM, VIFP, SHSIM and Q new are HVS based similarity measures. While assessing the quality, original image is compared with distorted one. In case of original image 3(a) values of these metrics is maximum i.e. unity since it is completely undistorted image. MSE will be zero and PSNR will be infinite. The order of quality according to HVS is that highly blurred image must be of less quality than compressed image and compressed image must be of less quality than gaussian contaminated images and gaussian contaminated image is of less quality than transmission error contaminated one and finally impulse noise contaminated image will be of highest quality. So, across various distortions from 3(b) to 3(i) quality must decrease accordance to HVS. 
CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE
The intention of this project work is to understand both the fundamental philosophies and the basic approaches of image quality assessment algorithms. Three types of knowledge are taken in to consideration in the design of image quality assessment methods: knowledge about the human visual system (HVS); knowledge about high-quality images; and knowledge about image distortions. Thus, a number of issues would need to be addressed to carry out image quality assessment which includes availability of the reference images, the required level of quality, application scope (general-purpose or application-specific), application goal (for quality monitoring, system benchmarking, or algorithm optimization), and speed requirements (e.g., real-time or offline). The application scope includes, but is not limited to, image compression, communication, acquisition, display, restoration, enhancement, segmentation, detection, and classification of photographic images, medical images, geographic images, satellite images, and the astronomical images. But to achieve the best image quality evaluation for these specific applications, there is still a lot more work to do. Color image quality assessment can be further extended to video quality assessment. 
